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Abstract — This paper compares the out-of-sample prediction effect of GARCH-type models. Firstly, it constructs the range-based 
realized volatility which is based on daily volatility of Shanghai fuel oil futures prices employing 10-minute high frequency data. 
Then it uses 6 types of loss function and asymptotic normal statistics to judge the statistical significance of GARCH-type model’s 
superiority and their relative advantages. The empirical results show that the realized range-based volatility of futures of fuel oil 
has the characteristics of fat-tail distribution, clustering and persistence. For the fuel oil futures market, the ACD-GARCH and 
APARCH models have a better volatility forecasting ability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The financial asset volatility has always been the focus 

in many fields of financial economics. The estimation and 
forecast of volatility and description of its typical characters 
has theoretical and practical significance in fields such as 
pricing model, portfolio allocation, risk measurement and 
risk management. At present, there are lots of research for 
the description and prediction of price volatility in financial 
market. 

Liu and Jieqiu Wan investigate dynamics of daily 
volatility of Shanghai fuel oil future prices employing 5-
minute high-frequency data model daily volatility using RV 
models and GARCH-type models. Their research results 
indicate that RV models for intraday data overwhelmingly 
outperforms GARCH-type models for daily data in 
forecasting fuel oil price volatility, regardless of the proxy 
of actual volatility [1]. Yu Wei et al use a greater number of 
linear and nonlinear generalized autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity (GARCH) class models to capture the 
volatility features of two crude oil markets－Brent and 
West Texas Intermediate (WTI). They find the nonlinear 
GARCH-class models, which are capable of capturing long-
memory and/or asymmetric volatility, exhibit greater 
forecasting accuracy than the linear ones, especially in 
volatility forecasting over longer time horizons, such as five 
or twenty days[2].Barry Harrison and WinstonI Moore 
forecast stock market volatility in Central and East 
European (CEE) countries.  It tests the predictive power of 
12 models to forecast volatility in the CEE countries and 
the results confirm that models which allow for asymmetric 
volatility consistently outperform all other models 
considered [3]. E. Hajizadeh et al propose two hybrid 
models based on EGARCH and Artificial Neural Networks 
to forecast the volatility of S&P 500 index. The forecasts 
obtained by each of those hybrid models have been 
compared with those of EGARCH model in terms of 
closeness to the realized volatility. The computational 
results demonstrate that the second hybrid model provides 

better volatility forecasts [4]. Hung-Chun Liu et al employ 
four various GARCH-type models, incorporating the 
skewed generalized t (SGT) errors into those returns 
innovations exhibiting fat-tails, leptokurtosis and skewness 
to forecast both volatility and value-at-risk (VaR) for 
Standard & Poor's Depositary Receipts (SPDRs) from 2002 
to 2008. Results indicate that the asymmetric EGARCH 
model is the most preferable according to purely statistical 
loss functions [5].Luc Bauwens et al use a new 
multiplicative dynamic conditional correlation (mDCC) 
model to separate long-run from short-run components. 
They find different correlation dynamics for long- and 
short-term contracts and the new model achieves higher 
forecasting performance compared to a standard DCC 
model [6].  

Chinese financial market develops at rapid speed with 
low maturity. The market often fluctuates drastically. In 
Chinese financial market, the realized range-based volatility 
as a more accurate and effective way to estimate volatility is 
noticeably absent from the empirical study on the futures 
market. In this paper, we first selects high-frequency data of 
fuel oil futures price index in the Shanghai Futures 
Exchange. Secondly, we structure the realized-range based 
volatility for the measurement and comparison of nonlinear 
GARCH-type model’s prediction accuracy. Lastly, we use 
the asymptotic normal statistics based the equation to judge 
the statistical significance of their superiority. 

The rest part is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the sample data and the statistical characteristics. 
Section 3 discusses the 7 types of nonlinear GARCH 
models used in this paper. Section 4 presents the forecasting 
methodology and DM test. Section 5 shows the empirical 
results of out-of-sample volatility forecasting using the 
GARCH-type models and the DM test. Section 6 contains 
concluding remarks. 
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II. SAMPLE DATA AND REALIZED RANGE-BASED 
VOLATILITY 

 
In order to reflect the real situation of the futures 

market, the present study employs 10-minute intra-day 
high-frequency data of Shanghai fuel oil futures price. The 
sample data covers the period from September 14, 2014 to 
January 30, 2015, 331 business days in total, 
denoting 331T . There are about four trading hours in each 
business day (9:00–11:30, 13:30–15:00) and thereby 24 
pieces of 10-minute quotes of futures price are recorded in a 
day. We denote the 10-minute price 

as .24,......,2,1,,......,2,1,,  iTtP it  where itP , is the ith 

price quote at day t. 

Let tP denote the price of fuel oil on day t. All daily 

sample prices are converted into a daily nominal percentage 
return series, the daily return is denoted as: 

 
TtPPR ttt ,......2,1),ln(ln100 1              (1) 

 
Similarly, the 10-minute high-frequency return is 

denoted as: 
  

24,......2,1,,......2,1),ln(ln100 1,,,   iTtPPR ititit
 (2) 

 
 
Andersen and Bollerslev propose a more accurate 

squared daily return, which can be obtained by calculating 
the sums of all of the squared intraday returns [7]. 
Although, realized volatility is the consistent and unbiased 
estimator of integral volatility. But in reality, the 
consistency of realized volatility can not be achieved 
because of the limit of sampling frequency and market 
interference of micro noise and other factors by Andreou E 
and Ghysels E. In order to improve the estimation of 
volatility of high-frequency data rate[8], Christensen K and 
Podolski M put up the realized range-based volatility based 
on range theory [9]. The realized range-based volatility is 
by summing the time range of square and to estimate 
volatility. Because it uses all the information of sample 
points, the realized range-based volatility is less disturbed 
by market microstructure noise than the realized volatility. 
The studies show that consistent estimation of the realized 
range-based volatility is also integral fluctuation, and 
realized range-based volatility is more effective than the 
realized volatility estimator fluctuation, when the price 
follows the geometric Brown motion. The variance of the 
former is about 1/5 of the latter, therefore the integral 
fluctuation has narrower confidence interval.  

First, day interval is standardized for 1, we will be the 
first t  days into a i length of time  , Ii ,......2,1 . In the 

period of  , The last price is defined as itp , , the highest 

price as itH , , the lowest price as itL , , we denote: 

 
IiTtLHS ititit ,......2,1,,.....2,1,lnln ,,,           (3) 

 
then the realized range-based volatility estimation is 

defined as: 
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Although the realized range-based volatility is more 

efficient than the realized volatility in estimating volatility, 
Because of high-frequency financial time series has a 
significant "the diurnal effects", we cannot completely 
avoid interference of market microstructure noise. For more 
accurate measurement of volatility, Yong Tang and Shiying 
Zhang propose on the basis of the weighted realized range-
based volatility, while considering " the diurnal effects" 
They prove that the Weighted Realized Range-based 
Volatility can effectively remove " the diurnal effects " of 
the intraday volatility [10]. The Weighted Realized Range-
based Volatility is defined as financial assets within the 
price range and logarithmic weighted, i.e., tt RRRR   

Where, is the weight of the t  within the range of 

square. When ),......,2,1(,1 Tt  , tt RRRR  .The 

equation shows the Weighted Realized Range-based 
Volatility is the special case of the realized range.  
Considering the minimum variance of the estimated 
amount, the weight is defined as: 
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Fig.1 shows the graphical representation of the returns 

and volatility of fuel oil future. The volatility clustering 
effect exists between the futures’ returns and realized 
range-based sequence. Table 1 provides the descriptive 
statistics of the realized range-based volatility series. The 
fuel oil sample returns display similar statistical 
characteristics. 
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Figure 1. Returns and volatility of fuel oil futures. 

 
 
TABLE I. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR THE REALIZED RANGE-

BASED VOLATILITY 

 fuel oil 

Number of observations 
Mean(%) 

Standard deviation(%) 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 

Jarque-Bera 
Q (20) 

ARCH(20) 
ADF 
P-P 

331 
1.628 
1.328 

1.421*** 
6.454*** 

165.452*** 

359.221*** 

11.215** 

-4.352*** 

-12.521*** 
Note: The Jarque–Bera statistic tests for the null hypothesis of 

normality in the sample returns distribution. Q(20) is the Ljung–Box 
statistic of the return series for up to the 20th order serial correlation. 
ADF and P–P are the statistics of the augmented Dickey–Fuller and 
Phillips–Perron unit root tests, respectively, based on the lowest AIC 
value. **and***indicates rejection at the 5% and1% significance level. 

 
Table 1 shows, The realized range-based volatility series 

of skewness are positive and right skewed distribution. The 
value of kurtosis is far greater than the peak value of normal 
distribution 3, And the Jarque–Bera statistic shows that the 
null hypothesis of normality is rejected at the 1% level of 
significance, The realized range-based volatility series is 
not normal distribution, showed obvious characteristics of 
"fat-tail". The Ljung–Box statistic for serial correlation 

shows that the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation up to 
the 20th order is rejected and confirms serial 
autocorrelation in the realized range-based volatility series, 
Shows that volatility has long-term memory or persistence. 
The augmented Dickey–Fuller and Phillips–Perron unit root 
tests both support the rejection of the null hypothesis of a 
unit root at the 1% significance level, implying that the 
return series are stationary and may be modeled directly 
without further transformation. 

 
III. GARCH-TYPE MODELS 

 
Following the seminal work of Engle, the most popular 

volatility model is GARCH model proposed by Bollerslev   
[11].Other GARCH-type models have been developed to 
capture long-memory and short-memory volatility effects, 
asymmetric leverage effects and so forth. In this paper, we 
will compare the modeling and forecasting performance 
with those of nonlinear GARCH-type models. 

   In the financial markets, researchers found market 
volatility caused by market fluctuation more than rising 
prices. In order to better describe the asymmetric effect, an 
popular model capable of depicting asymmetric effect is 
exponential GARCH (EGARCH) proposed by Nelson [12]. 
The EGARCH (1,1) is given as: 
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      where }{ t  is a white noise sequence,   is the 

asymmetric leverage coefficient to describe the volatility 
leverage effect. 

The GJR model developed by Glosten et al is constructed 
to capture the potential larger impact of negative shocks on 
return volatility [13]. Specification for the conditional 
variance of GJR (1,1) model is: 

  

 2 2 2
1 1 1( 0)t t t tI                   (7) 

 
Where, I(.) is an indicator function, when the condition in 

(.) is met, I(.)=1,  and 0 otherwise.   is the asymmetric 
leverage coefficient, which describes the volatility leverage 
effect. 

The asymmetric power GARCH (APARCH) proposed by 
Ding et al is also one of widely applied to financial time 
series [14]. This model is a generalized form of the GJR 
model. The APARCH(1,1) model is defined as: 

 
  1

111 ])([   tttt           (8) 

Where, 0 , 0 , 0 , 11   .  
Chung points out that in the FIGARCH (BBM) structure 

model [15], the FIGARCH(CHUNG) model is defined as: 
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Bollerslev and Mikkelsen proposes the FIEGARCH (p ,d, 

q) based on FIGARCH model and EGARCH model [16], 
The FIEGARC H (1, d, 1)  model is defined as: 
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Davidson develops a hyperbolic GARCH which nests 

GARCH and FIGARCH [17]. The HYGARCH(1,d,1) 
model is defined as: 

 
212 )))1)1((1()1(1( t

d
t LkLL     (11) 

Where L is the lag operator and: 
 

1,,0,0,10   kd . 
 
The FIGARCH and stable GARCH cases correspond to 

k=1 and 0, respectively. 
In order to describe the volatility of high-frequency 

financial data, Ghysels and Jasiak using the GARCH 
process time polymerization thought[18], they developed by 
the ACD-GARCH model in the framework of ACD model. 
The ACD-GARCH(1,1) model is defined as: 
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Where, 1,0,0,   , 1 indicates the 

expected transaction arrival rate, iix /  indicates sudden 

changes occurred in duration. 
 
 
IV. FORECASTING METHODOLOGY AND DM TEST 

 
A. The Comparative Method of The Model’s Prediction 
Accuracy 

 
In this section, we evaluate the forecasting performance of 

the seven GARCH-type models presented in Section 3. The 
forecasting process is handled as follows. The first step is 
out-of-sample forecasts on the sample data. Sample data of 
331 is divided into two parts, one part serving as the 
observation sample, and another part as the prediction 
sample. We take the first 190 data（ 331T ）  as the 
observation samples, and the last 141 data as the prediction 
samples. Where: 

 

190T , 141,,......,2,1  WWTTTt  

 
Then, without any change in the observed sample length 

case, using the recursive method, 1 is taken as a recursive 
cycle continuous backward recursive. After each recursive 
cycle, we reestimate the model parameters, which can be 1 
day ahead of volatility forecasts. According to the 7 kinds 
of GARCH model, which was repeated 141 times for model 
estimation, so that each model can get 141 of the next 1 day 
out of sample volatility estimates, defined  as: 

 

  2ˆ t , WTTTt  ,......,2,1  

 
 By the same token, in the interval of the prediction 

sample, defined as the realized range-based volatility 

for tRR , and take it as the reference standard of market 

volatility, the prediction accuracy is used to compare the 7 
types of GARCH models. 

Hansen and Lunde show that, when using different loss 
functions as the prediction accuracy of the model evaluation 
criteria, the evaluation results will lead to significant 
differences [19]. To evaluate the forecasting ability of 
volatility models, we employ six criterions of loss functions 
as follows: 
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where T  is the number of forecasting data; MSE and 
MAE are the mean square error and mean absolute error, 
respectively; HMSE and HMAE are the MSE and MAE, 
respectively, adjusted for heteroskedasticity; QLIKE 
corresponds to the loss implied by a Gaussian likelihood; 
and R2LOG is similar to the R2 of the Mincer–Zarnowitz 
regressions. 

 
B. The DM Test Method 

 
However, above mentioned loss functions do not provide 

any information on whether the differences of forecasting 
losses among models are significant. For this consideration, 
we employ a superior predictive ability (DM) test proposed 
by Diebold and Mariano [20]. Method of DM test does not 
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require limiting the form and error loss function. The DM 
test method is very strong, so it was widely used. The 
process is as follows. The two models assume that the 

prediction error is te ,1  and te ,2 . respectively,where, 

Tt .....2,1 . The forecast error function can be calculated 

as )()( ,2,1 ttt egegd  . The null of equal predictive 

accuracy is then  

         0)(0 tdEH ：               (19) 

If the loss difference sequence T
td 1}{  is covariance 

stationary and short memory, it can be used to infer the 
asymptotic distribution of sample loss differential mean 
value. According to the central limit theorem, the 
distribution is available as: 
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Where d is the sample loss differential mean value, 

)0(df  is the spectral density for the spectral density at 0, 

u  is a total loss of the differential mean value, )(dr  is a 

 order td  sample autocorrelation. The DM test statistic 

can then be calculated as, 

T
f

d
DM

d )0(ˆ2


 

Taking )0(
^

df as a consistent estimator of )0(df , 

the DM statistic is )1,0(N and the variance is the Newey–

West robust estimate. If the test results reject the null 

hypothesis 0H , it shows that the "the prediction ability of 

the models are different. 
 
 

V.  EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 
A. Estimation Results for Different Volatility Models 

 
Tables 2 presents the in-sample estimation results for 

the different volatility models discussed in Section 3. The 
results reported in Table 2 show that for the ARCH, GJR, 
ACD-GARCH, and APARCH models, α is greater than 0, 
indicating that the two types of Futures Volatility shows a 
clustering. The clustering of price fluctuation is possibly 
resulted from futures investors’ sensitivity on the national 
policy, which leads to excessive falling and rising prices of 
futures under the stimulus of bad or good news of the 

market. Secondly, α+β and is close to 1, showing the 
futures volatility fluctuates violently and extensively.  

 
TABLE II. ESTIMATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT VOLATILITY 

MODELS FOR FUEL OIL FUTURES 

 EGARCH GJR APARCH 
ACD 

-GARCH 

α 
0.491** 

（0.033） 
0.612 *** 
（0.000） 

0.624** 
(0.002） 

0.421*** 
（0.000） 

β 
0.508** 

（0.011） 
0.362*** 

（0.000） 
0.323*** 
(0.000） 

0.548*** 
（0.000） 

γ 
0.331** 

（0.006） 
0.019*** 

（0.000） 
0.321 *** 

（0.00） 
0.532*** 

（0.000） 

ω 
0.256** 

（0.045） 
0.221*** 

（0.000） 
0.182**（

0.012） 
0.321** 

（0.041） 

δ   
1.898***（

0.000） 
 

ln L -344.191 -343.428 -342.904 -339.657 
AIC 3.965 3.972 3.977 3.916 

Q 
(20) 

12.494   
(0.898) 

16.166 
0.706) 

16.157 
(0.706) 

10.012 
(0.967) 

 
FIGARCH 
(CHUNG) 

FIEGARC
H 

HYGARCH - 

β 
0.229** 

（0.009） 
0.689*** 
(0.000) 

0.641*** 
(0.000) 

- 

γ  
0.225*** 
(0.000) 

 - 

ω 
0.241** 

（0.048） 
0.165** 
(0.007) 

0.431*** 
(0.000) 

- 

d  
0.683*** 

（0.000） 
0.287*** 
(0.045) 

0.892*** 
(0.000) 

- 


 

0.418** 
(0.024) 

0.713*** 
(0.000) 

0.311** 

(0.036) 
- 

ln L -343.650 -343.592 -343.387 - 
AIC 3.984 3.971 3.972 - 

Q 
(20) 

10.106 
(0.966) 

8.441 
(0.651) 

9.985 (0.403) - 

Notes: the numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the 
estimations. Log(L) is the logarithm maximum likelihood function 
value. AIC is the average Akaike information criterion. Q(20) are the 
Ljung–Box Q-statistic of order 20 computed on the standardized 
residuals and squared standardized residuals, respectively. p-values of 
the statistics are reported in square brackets. **and***indicates 
rejection at the 5% and1% significance level. 

 
The slow-downing volatility means greater risks. The 

price is very vulnerable to the impact of various factors at 
home and abroad, such as domestic and international 
macroeconomic policy changes, changes in the international 
futures price, changes of the dollar against the yuan 
exchange rate, etc. In particular, the variations of these 
factors often last for a period of time. Thirdly, The 
asymmetric leverage coefficients γ for the fuel oil futures 
market are all significantly different from 0 at the 5% level 
in the GJR, EGARCH, APARCH, ACD-GARCH and 
FIEGARCH models, showing that the fuel oil futures 
market exhibits a leverage effect. Chinese futures’ market at 
present has much incompleteness and weakness. When 
investors are in the futures’ market, the investment 
behaviour is easily influenced by the domestic and foreign 
various news. Investors pay more attention to "bad news" 
on the market, not "good news" on the market, because 
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market volatility caused by "the bad news" is greater than 
"the good news." Fourthly, the values of the power 
coefficient δ for the APARCH model is significant at the 
level of 1%. It shows that the expected returns of silver 
futures market is influenced by the level of risk. Finally, the 
fractional difference parameters d are all significant in the 
FIGARCH (CHUNG), FIEGARCH and HYGARCH 
models, ranging from 0.287 to 0.880. The results indicate a 
significant degree of long-memory volatility in the fuel oil 
futures market. 

 
B. Some Forecasting Results 

 
We use the 6 types of loss function to compare the 

prediction accuracy of the models. Table 3 shows value of 
the loss function of each model in fuel oil and fuel oil 
futures market. 

 
TABLE III. ESTIMATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT VOLATILITY 

MODELS FOR FUEL OIL FUTURES 

Base model 
Loss function 

MSE MAE HMSE 
EGARCH 

GJR 
APARCH 

ACD-GARCH 
FIGARCH(CHUNG) 

FIEGARCH 
HYGARCH 

1.22646 
1.59887 
1.12335 
1.03398 
1.08414 
1.73460 
1.42112 

0.92625 
0.95170 
0.75639 
0.82401 
0.95066 
1.02164 
1.06895 

1.59326 
1.68731 
2.38305 
2.39112 
2.35567 
2.51710 
2.76897 

Base model 
Loss function 

HMAE QLIKE R2LOG 
EGARCH 

GJR 
APARCH 

ACD-GARCH 
FIGARCH(CHUNG) 

FIEGARCH 
HYGARCH 

0.38673 
0.36952 
0.38193 
0.34402 
0.40524 
0.42908 
0.52687 

0.12378 
0.10575 
0.09561 
0.04973 
0.05080 
0.10840 
0.07504 

0.51345 
0.38911 
0.35081 
0.35181 
0.41461 
0.49538 
0.47642 

Note: the values in bold face refer to the lowest p-values under a pre-
specified loss function. 

 
Table 3 shows that the 3 loss function standards, 

HMAE, MSE and QLIKE, ACD-GARCH model with 
minimal loss of function value receives the highest 
volatility forecast accuracy. Secondly, in the MAE and 
R2LOG loss function standards, APARCH model with 
minimal loss of function value, receives the highest 
volatility forecast accuracy. Finally, in the HMSE loss 
function standards, EGARCH model with minimal loss of 
function value, receives the highest volatility forecast 
accuracy. Under different loss function standards, ACD-
GARCH, APARCH and EGARCH model have the highest 
volatility forecasting precision, and the prediction precision 
of ACD-GARCH model is the best among them. 

In order to better assess the predictive ability of the 
model, we use Table3 for the minimum loss function value 
of the model and other models are analyzed by DM test. 
Table4 provides the results of DM test of fuel oil futures 
market. 

 
 

TABLE Ⅳ.  THE RESULTS OF DM TEST OF FUEL OIL FUTURES 
MARKET. 

Base model 
DM test. 

MSE MAE HMSE 
EGARCH 

GJR 
APARCH 

ACD-GARCH 
FIGARCH 
(CHUNG) 

FIEGARCH 
HYGARCH 

-1.26715 * 

-1.03304 * 

-0.12619* 

0 
-3.06638*** 

-3.44387*** 

-1.06034** 

-0.37625*** 

-1.10804* 
0 

-0.45807 ** 
-2.73683*** 

-3.11073*** 

-1.67902* 

0 
-1.61177 
1.74555* 
-1.26505* 

-0.98612* 

-0.14051* 

-0.50516* 

Base model 
DM test. 

HMAE QLIKE R2LOG 
EGARCH 

GJR 
APARCH 

ACD-GARCH 
FIGARCH 
(CHUNG) 

FIEGARCH 
HYGARCH 

-1.41354 * 

-1.00332 * 

-1.28266 ** 

0 
-2.48643*** 

-2.30899** 

-3.17344*** 

-1.72467* 

-0.96213*** 

-3.09117*** 
0 

-0.72614 * 

-2.25790* 

-2.66791*** 

-1.37361** 

-0.92811* 

0 

-0.16845 * 

-1.97934** 

-2.82882*** 
-2.61501*** 

Note: *,**and***indicates rejection at the 10%,5% and1% 
significance level. 

 
The present study compares ACD-GARCH, APARCH 

and EGARCH models with other models in the fuel oil 
futures market. The content of the research and 
development mainly are five: loss function standard 
correspondence by DM tests. The test results show that: 
firstly, in the MSE、MAE、HMAE、QLIKE and R2LOG 
loss function of these standards, all tests reject the null 
hypothesis. It means the prediction ability of APARCH and 
ACD-GARCH models has significant difference when 
being compared with other models. Secondly, in the HMSE 
loss function standards, the test results of EGARCH model 
and GJR model do not reject the null hypothesis. It suggests 
that the prediction ability of the EGARCH model and GJR 
model has no significant difference when being compared 
with other models. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The paper empirically tests the 7 types of GARCH 

models out-of-sample volatility prediction ability. 
Empirical results show that the weighted realized range-
based volatility of fuel oil Futures market has the 
characteristics as fat-fail, clustering, persistence and 
asymmetry etc. The forecast precision of ACD-GARCH 
model is relatively better in the fuel oil futures markets. But 
in some loss function standard, EGARCH, APARCH, 
FIGARCH (CHUNG) and FIEGARCH models also reflect 
the good volatility forecasting ability. Chinese capital 
market is emerging and constantly changing. Therefore, it is 
necessary to constantly trace and test the volatility on 
Chinese capital market, providing more useful information 
for market participants to hedge risks as well as determining 
the actual effectiveness of the financial models. Meanwhile, 
the empirical results also show that Chinese futures market 
has shown the sign of being influenced by market rules. 
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Better understanding of the characteristics of futures price 
volatility is beneficial to maintain good development trend 
of the future market and provide timely and reasonable 
guidance and supervision over the market. 
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